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VISITOR
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS



A Visitor Management System (VMS) is a cloud-based digital system

designed to ensure the safety and security of employees by managing

workplace visitors.

Wow your onsite guests and make a great first impression with a slick,

professional welcome while ensuring your site is protected from unknown

visitors. In addition, improve reception efficiency and productivity, reducing

manual processing.

It's never been more important to know who's on your premises at any time

and to keep a secure record of past visitors. Boileau Business Technology

offers a range of the latest visitor management solutions to suit your

business's day-to-day needs. 

Packed with features, our visitor management solutions take care of the

entire visitor process with ease and simplicity. 

Visitor management has never been easier! 
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MANAGE ONSITE  V IS ITORS

IPAD WELCOME KIOSK

Securely give your visitors a professional welcome and

streamline the check-in process. Capture details, photos, sign

induction or terms of entry forms and more.

MOBILE APP

Enjoy fast QR code sign-in, view visitor details, manage

employee time and attendance and receive instant arrival and

emergency notifications.

WEB DASHBOARD

Collect centralised information for compliance, analytics and

reporting, coordinate pre-registrations or meeting invitations and

track staff time & attendance.

BADGE PRINTER

Provide visitors printed badges in an instant, making them easily

identifiable. At events, these can be used as name tags too.

WHAT TO EXPECT



1. Vistors sign in using the kiosk

Visitors, contractors, and couriers enter their details and select the person they are visiting using the intuitive visitor

management solution. Their details, acknowledgment of terms of entry, and photograph are captured and a visitor badge is

then printed. Hosts can speed this process up even further by pre-registering groups, and staff can quickly sign in with a QR

code through the app.

For a contactless sign-in process, guests can scan a QR code using their phone and be presented with a virtual kiosk to

facilitate sign-in.

2. Hosts notified of visitor arrival

Hosts receive an email or SMS notification alerting them that their guest has arrived. Visitors are then greeted by their host,

while the solution keeps track of who is on-site, where, and for how long.

3. All data is captured

Gain full insight into all staff, visitor, contractor, and delivery activities happening on the premises, along with capturing

required Terms of Entry acknowledgments. The information is available for compliance and WHS management and reporting.
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HOW IT  WORKS

Benefits of partnering with us

Our integrated solutions are conceptualised, designed and tailored to suit your business needs. We combine your

Vistor Management Solution, IT, digital signage, telecommunications and print managed service with one point of

contact so you can have the confidence to focus on what’s important – your business.
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THE BENEF ITS
MANAGE HEALTH SCREENING & IMPROVE WHS COMPLIANCE

Incorporate health screening and streamline WHS compliance to better manage

the safety of visitors and staff. Customise questions into your sign-in workflow

and perform different actions depending on the response. Capture visitor

acknowledgment and activate compliance workflow management through alerts,

terms & conditions of entry, induction policies, documents, or videos.

ENJOY BETTER SECURITY

Always know exactly who, where, and why a visitor is on-site at all times with a

digital record of anyone entering or exiting your premises. In addition, guests are

easily identifiable through instant Photo ID Labels which display their name,

photo, and reason for visiting.

CONTACTLESS SIGN IN & PRE-REGISTER GROUP BOOKINGS

Streamline group arrivals and enhance the sign-in experience by pre-registering

visitors. Guests then simply scan in contactlessly using their pre-received QR

code saving precious time on arrival.

REDUCE OPERATION COSTS

Free up staff from manual, tedious tasks with a cost-efficient digital visitor

management solution, and save costs on purchasing & storing paper-based

visitor ledgers too.

COMPANION APP

Keep staff in the loop with the mobile app, allowing them to sign in and out,

receive instant arriving visitors notifications and emergency situation alerts.

CUSTOMISE EACH KIOSK & REINFORCE YOUR BRAND

Customise your interface to suit your company brand, updating the look and feel

in just a few minutes. Even create varied profiles, information capture, and

workflows specific to each location. What’s more, add as many different sign-in

workflows with their own individual conditions of entry, custom fields, and

questions to capture the exact data needed.

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT & VALIDATION

Protect your business with automatic validation of contractor credentials,

licenses, and certificates, by linking to local or external Contractor Management

Systems. Additionally, have the ability to match contractor invoices to time spent

on site.

MANAGE EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS

Improve risk mitigation with instant emergency notifications. Send emergency

alerts via email and SMS with one click and easily contact specific safety

personnel should their assistance be required.



We are from South Australia and for South Australia. So we make sure our

partnership and sponsorship initiatives have a positive impact on our

community.

We pride ourselves of positively contributing to the South Australian business

sector and supporting a range of not-for-profit and charitable organisations.

Here are some of the organisations we support:

“It’s our responsibility to contribute time and financial support to make a

positive impact within the South Australian community.”
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

- Angelique Boileau, Managing Director

We have a strong environmental focus. We strive to create unique solutions

to outdated and non-eco-friendly document management systems to assist

South Australian companies move towards a paperless workplace. Using a

digital visitor management system is one way of achieving this.

SUSTA INAB IL ITY  AWARENESS

CONTACT US
280 Sir Donald Bradman Drive,

Cowandilla, SA 5033

E: info@boileau.com.au

W: boileau.com.au

P: 08 8354 6700


